Consult Azpod Sales for other heights

Available Strut heights:
- 350mm
- 3300mm
- 3650mm

Consult Azpod Sales for other heights

Minimum clearance to ship baseline:

50

Hose interface

Maximum allowed tilting angles

Number | Part | Weight [kg]
--- | --- | ---
1 | Steering module | 5400
2 | Propulsion module | 6500
3 | Cooling air unit (CAU) | 4700
4 | Steering drive cabinet | 500
5 | Azpod interface unit (AIU) | 440
6 | Auxiliary device cabinet (ADC) | 640
7 | Junction box (JB) | 320
8 | Local Backup Unit | 30

Not to be used for construction.

Mounting angle for steering module and CAU can be selected freely in 90° steps. 0° is standard.

(*) All and steering drive cabinets can be located freely inside Azpod room. ADC cabinet can be located freely inside Azpod room as long as it is horizontally less than 5m from steering module and maximum vertical distance from shutoff line to ADC cabinet is less than 6m.